
3 soverom Rekkehus til salgs i Mijas Costa, Málaga

Brand New Townhouses for sale at La Cala Golf Resort, Mijas, Costa del Sol

The development of these townhouses offers a collection of 21 unique 3-bedroom townhouses for sale, situated at La
Cala Golf Resort in Mijas, Costa del Sol. The development boasts breath-taking panoramic views of the sea, golf
courses, and the Mijas valley. The houses are spread over two levels, complemented by a basement that includes a
private garage and an exquisite solarium. The properties are built to the highest standards, with contemporary
designs that blend seamlessly with the charming Andalusian style. Furthermore, the development incorporates the
latest renewable and sustainable energy technologies, resulting in an “A” certificate for efficiency.

Each house provides the opportunity to install an indoor private lift. Additionally, the properties are situated within an
exclusive gated community with gardens and a stunning swimming pool, making it the ideal location to enjoy the
lifestyle that the Costa del Sol has to offer.

La Cala Resort provides a range of leisure and sporting facilities, catering to every individual’s preferences, making
every day perfect. These facilities include practicing your favourite sports, relaxing in the award-winning spa,
savouring the Mediterranean cuisine offered by various restaurants, or merely enjoying the spectacular views from
your terrace under the Spanish sunshine.

La Cala de Mijas is conveniently located between Marbella and Fuengirola, with the Malaga International airport only
30 minutes away. Moreover, the town’s shops and beaches are within a short drive, while the properties offer the
tranquillity of natural surroundings.

  3 soverom   2 bad   254m² Bygg størrelse
  92m² Tomtestørrelse   Svømmebasseng   Private garage
  Communal garden   Communal pool   Amenities near
  Air conditioning   Fully fitted kitchen   Storage room
  Brand new   Mountain view   Golf view
  Panoramic view   Close to sea / beach   Close to golf
  Close to shops   Close to town   Close to port

585.000€

 Eiendom som markedsføres av Nicole Beyer Real Estate 1994 SL
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